CANGINI AWARDED FOR ITS NEW MIX SF

In the context of the 22nd SaMoTer Innovation Award, Cangini Benne has been awarded with one of the four Special Mention awards by the commission of representatives from National universities, research centres and Professional Associations.

With a special eye on safety on work sites, Cangini R&D staff has designed a new mixing bucket that combines the operational effectiveness of a mixing bucket with central discharge and the safety standards of a Mix with side discharge.

In the new MIX SF, the operator always locks the discharge pipe from the bucket's side in the safest working condition. His presence underneath the bucket is no longer necessary.

Seated in the cabin, the driver moves the pipe to the centre controlling the hydraulic cylinder, thus considerably increasing the personnel's safety level at this stage.

Furthermore, the immediate and automatic stop of the mix functioning when the grid is opened offers additional protection.

Once again, Cangini proves to be the ideal partner for your productivity and site safety.